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Just Ask! Is an easy way to quickly get to know someone new, deepen your connection with
someone you've known for
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published in 2005 under the title Ask Me! 728 Questions for Heterosexual and Gay Couples. As
a couples therapist practicing Imago Relationship Therapy, I wrote Ask Me! as a resource to
enhance my work with couples. This new and improved book of questions, Just Ask!, has been
expanded to include a section on “This or That,” which provides a series of playful but
meaningful questions with two clear choices, as well as a section on “Gender,” which allows
readers to analyze and share their feelings about personal identity and gender. Along with the
new categories, existing sections have been expanded to include more questions, adding a total
of 272 new questions to this edition.Another new feature is the table of contents that identifies
the question numbers that are associated with each topic. This will assist readers who wish to
zero in on a particular topic. For example, if you decide to bring this book to work to do a quick
ice-breaker before your morning meeting, you may opt to exclude the questions in the sections
on “Romance” and “Sex.”Also new to this book is the “Rescue Dialogue” resource. After many
conversations with couples who used this book to deepen their connection, I realized that
sometimes conflicts would develop over what was disclosed in answering particular questions.
The Rescue Dialogue is a guided script to help you sort through your reactions and make sense
of how you jumped the track from inquisitive and interested to hurt and angry. Keep the Rescue
Dialogue in mind as you venture curiously into uncharted territories with your question-mate.Just
Ask! is designed to appeal to a diverse audience that extends beyond couples. However, the
audience most likely to benefit from using this book the most are those in an intimate
relationship who desire to attain a deep and lasting connection through knowing one another
well.What surprised me most about my first book, which I wrote specifically for couples, was how



many people enjoyed using the book to ask non-partners many of these same questions.
Friends were asking one another questions from the book, and family members too. Soon, it was
clear that this is a great way to foster intimacy in all relationships. These questions can lead to
surprising, enlightening, enjoyable, thought provoking, and entertaining conversations with just
about anyone you know.While many of the questions in this book assume you have a partner
already, there are still many more that do not. Among the other target groups for this book are:
family, friends, co-workers, people just starting to date, or engaging in online or long distance
relationships, as well as couples who are partnered, married, or otherwise committed. This
resource can also be of great help to people who meet and woo potential partners online.A few
years ago, a woman contacted me to offer a quick thank-you for writing Ask Me! She explained
that she had met her partner on a dating site, and that the two of them each purchased my book
and took turns asking one another questions. They did this for a couple of months before ever
meeting in person. Eventually they both felt confident enough in their exchanges to meet, and
according to her, “the rest is history.”Over the last couple decades of working with couples, I
have discovered that many couples with whom I work do not seem to know one another nearly
as well as they believe they do. Whether together for one year or twenty years, most couples
suffer from the illusion that not only do they know who their partner is, but they also believed they
knew how he or she should think, feel, be, or act in order to be better! This kind of prescriptive
and inaccurate perception, as you might imagine, does not foster warm fuzzies between two
people.Regardless of their motivation for therapy, most couples who seek relationship help
share a common concern: feeling disconnected.Disconnection occurs when we lose the ability
to see the world through one another’s eyes. We are disconnected when we focus solely on our
own needs, wants, hurts, and feelings without regard for our partner. Disconnection is the
consequence when we cease to be curious about our partner’s thoughts and feelings.When a
couple is disconnected, their complaints may sound like any of the following:• “He doesn’t ‘get’
me.”• “She wants to change me.”• “Nothing I do is good enough.”• “I am not sure why she
stays with me. I don’t even think she likes me.”• “We are as opposite as night and day.”• “I just
don’t get where she is coming from .”We all share a fundamental desire to be known. The
process of revealing who we are to another person who reciprocates this sharing is known as
intimacy. Intimacy is a word that can be broken into a memorable, helpful, three-word
description, into-me-see. When you allow others to see into who you are, you are allowing
yourself to be known. As simple as it seems, a book of questions is a perfect way to create
instant intimacy, and there are many benefits to couples who choose to use a book of questions
like this to deepen and refresh their intimacy with each other.This book will stimulate you to:•
Engage in instant and meaningful conversation.• Deepen your connection with loved ones.•
Intensify your feelings of desire.• Think more deeply about who you are, what you believe, and
how you feel.• Increase your intimate sharing.• Awaken your curiosity.• Improve your
journey.• Foster more laughter, playfulness, fun, and closeness with those around you.The
questions included in this book give you the opportunity to deepen your connection with anyone



in your life. Whether you are sitting in an airport on a three hour delay, taking a ten hour road trip
by car, or hiking the Appalachian Mountains by foot, this is a great travel companion for all your
adventures great and small. Here’s to more curiosity and stronger connection with all the people
you care about!THE POWER OF CURIOSITYWhen was the last time you were really curious
about someone?Curiosity is at the heart of connection. Our desire to know, feel close to, and be
connected to someone is motivated by pure curiosity. Without it, we are indifferent, disengaged,
and uninterested.Being curious is a form of desire. Reflect on some of your most romantic
moments and how you spent them. Chances are that you were intimately engaged with your
partner either emotionally, spiritually, physically, or even intellectually. You were likely pursuing a
connection that was driven by curiosity mixed with a craving for closeness.Perhaps you had a
longing to curiously explore your loved one’s body. Or maybe you took a drive through your
partner’s childhood neighborhood. You might have gone to her favorite restaurant and tasted all
of her favorite foods. Maybe you simply sat in the car holding his hand while his, and possibly
now your, favorite song came to its finish. Or was it that you surprised her at work with flowers—
the exact flowers you knew she would love because your curiosity drove you to uncover this
information?Romance involves longing, craving, wanting, and desire. Romance is driven by our
pursuit to have the object of our desire. Romance is the carriage that is pulled by pure want. It is
a means by which we satisfy our senses, our longings, and our desires.During our initial
courtship and dating, we are insatiably curious about our newly found beloved. We have to know
more. “What do you do?” “What kind of music do you like?” “Where are you from?” “How long
have you been here?” “What’s your sign?” Eventually these sweet and innocent questions begin
to intensify, changing into questions like, “Do you know how beautiful you are?” and “Where have
you been all of my life?” or “Can I kiss you?”Ultimately we progress to questions like, “How do
you feel about monogamy?” Before we know it, we are asking questions like “Do you want kids?”
and “Will you move in with me?” and “Will you be my lifetime companion, my partner, my lover,
my spouse, my mate?”And so it is. Until, of course, one day, without any apparent warning or
reason, our questions morph into assumptions and statements that sound like “Why are you
always late?” or “Am I ever going to be a priority?” and “How can I trust you when you don’t do
what you say you’re going to?” Abracadabra! Poof. Curiosity disappears.When we stop being
curious, we tend to become critical. Here’s my mantra. Repeat after me: Be CURIOUS, not
critical. Repeat after me, “Today I’m going to be curious, not critical!” Now try it. You’ll like it, and
so will those around you.When we lose our curiosity about each other, we lose interest. Curiosity
feeds interest. Interest feeds desire. When we are critical, we become inclined to think we
already know everything there is to know about our partner. In fact, we not only think that we
know everything about them, but we even know how to fix what’s wrong with them!We think, or
worse yet, say, “If you would only” or “Why don’t you,” and “Why do you have to_____ when you
could _____.”These questions and statements are not examples of curiosity. Instead, these are
but a few of the ways we express our criticism. If you hear yourself in these critical statements,
don’t fret! Curiosity can be replenished. We can reignite the flames of our pure and innocent



wonder—the curiosity that guided our hearts right into the arms of our beloved. We can always
deepen our connection with the one to whom we are considering committing ourselves, have
already committed ourselves, or the one we hope to be with forever.HOW TO USE THIS
BOOKHow you decide to use this resource will depend on your hoped-for outcome. This handy
little book of questions can be used for fun and enjoyment, for exploration and getting to know
each other, or for reigniting long-lost curiosity. Here are a few strategies I and my readers have
found useful in the past:Random Picks: Ask your partner to pick a number from 1-1000.
Whatever number your partner picks is the question you will ask him. Once he has answered the
question, it is your turn to answer the same question. Next, you pick a number from 1-1000, and
your partner will read you the question. You answer the question first, and then your partner
does.Schedule Time: Set aside 30 minutes a day, every day, asking one another questions out
of the book. Do this in order of 1-1000 until you have completed all 1000 questions in the book.
Once you have completed the questions, visit my website at and pick your next relationship
resource to continue feeding your relationship and fanning the flames of romance.Daily
Question: Have a “Question of the Day” for 1000 days. Do the math, and you will see that this fun
little adventure can continue providing you with a connection to one another for almost two years!
Travel Companion: Take your book with you when you go on vacations. Vacations are a great,
relaxing way to spend time reacquainting yourself with your partner. Look for a copy of this book
in your cabin drawer in romantic bed and breakfasts around the world, cruises, and in the
nightstand of your favorite getaway lodges and retreat areas.Easy Access: Keep a copy of this in
your vehicle at all times. Every time you’re stuck in traffic with your partner by your side, pull it out
and pick a question.Coffee Table: Use this book with friends and family. Keep a copy of this book
in a visible place in your home where you regularly socialize with visitors, such as a coffee or
end table. When friends and family express interest, invite them to pick a number. Be sure to
include a veto policy if the questions picked are too personal to discuss! There are plenty of
thought provoking questions to liven up your conversations and turn a casual visit into a great
memory.One-a-Day Commitment: Ask a question a day to someone, anyone. Take one question
per day and commit to yourself that you will find one person every day for the next 1,000 days to
ask each question to—it can be someone you know, someone you want to get to know, or it can
even be a stranger. Just ask.USER GUIDELINESNEVER answer any question you do not want
to answer. This is called exercising a boundary, and it is a healthy behavior. If you do not feel
comfortable discussing something because you are uncomfortable, it feels too personal, or you
simply don’t want to, then don’t.There is a difference between keeping secrets and maintaining
your privacy. With secrets there is shame—a fear of discovery or of something being discovered
that you are not at peace with about yourself. Sometimes you will be asked questions that you
don’t want to answer because you are embarrassed or you fear that you will be judged.
Withholding information in these situations can prevent you from having deeper connections
because of your fear of being known!Sometimes, though, it is wise to withhold information from
some people because you may not have established a strong enough foundation to know yet



what information they can be trusted with and what information they cannot be trusted with. Trust
comes from our ability to predict someone’s behavior. If you cannot predict how a person will
respond to certain information, you may opt to start with the less vulnerable questions and delay
sharing the more intimate details of your life until you gain greater clarity about what they will do
with the information.
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Larry McCullen, “I recommend this book. Most of the chapters in this book are fairly well thought
out.Books like this are a really good way to get to know all of the little things about your
significant other. The questions are a fun way of connecting and you'll spend hours talking about
the subjects covered in this book.But...this book says it is 1000 questions. I'd like to go into that
just so people know what they are buying.Many times this book askes the exact same question
over. A couple of times the questions are worded the exact same way. The other times the
questions are reworded and asked differently , but they are asking for the same exact info.There
are also two chapters that in my opinion are ridiculous.There is a chapter on gender and a
chapter on sexual orientation.These two chapters are essentially written for people who may be
homosexual ,.transgender or cross dressers.Why not have a gay version of the book rather than
suckering us into believing that there are 1000 question that will pertain to most relationships ?I
feel the author set a goal of writing a 1000 question book and then threw any ridiculous crap she
could into it , just to make her 1000 question goal.Had she put a little more time , thought and
effort into it , she could have pulled this goal off without resorting to ridiculousness and
laziness.So , while this book says it is 1000 questions , in reality it is more like 700 questions.I
would have rated this book five stars if not for that fact.It's still a good book and gave us a full
week of 3 hour conversations daily to complete.I do recommend this book , just know what
you're buying.Relationships are like everything else in life , you get out what you put in , so don't
be lazy...”

Heather, “Excellent book to get couples talking!. My husband and I purchased this book to help
get us talking again! It's not that we don't talk, but after many years of dating and marriage you
start to feel like you've run out of things to say. This book definitely helped! We do a few
questions almost nightly after the kids go to bed. My husband has even started making up his
own questions and texting them to me at work. It's inspired us to get to know each other all over
again.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great depth of thought provoking conversations. This book is great to get
to know your partner at nearly any stage of a relationship.i am in a new relationship and there
are questions that are great to answer and others e have agreed to table until we have
progressed in the relationship farther. So I see this book being valuable for a long time to come!”

Angela D., “Amazing!. Awesome!”

Mama Doc, “I got this book before I got engaged, when .... I got this book before I got engaged,
when we were just dating. Even after we got engaged we kept looking at the questions and
discussing them with each other. It was very helpful in learning about my fiancee. And I learned
about myself. Some of these were questions I hadn't thought about for myself.”



Vanessa Story, “Good Book. Many questions to answer and very fun. I enjoy everything about
the book and its quality. Helps you understand each other even more.”

Carly stephens, “10/10 recommend. Good for any relationships! Fun questions. So in love with
this book already”

Steve M., “A Very Good Book. My girlfriend and I each got this book to read over the phone. It
has a wide range of very good and interesting questions. This book and others like it are a fun
and interesting way to learn more about your partner, and I would definitely recommend it.”

The book by Michele  O'Mara has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 77 people have provided feedback.
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